ACROSS
1 Saintly name taken by groom at the wedding (7)
5 A little European, seen as future prince in fairy tale (7)
9 Soldier perhaps leaves NCO some material (5)
10 Weak do not train for this Olympic event (3,4,2)
11 Pocketed money (undeserved) – sure to upset a socialist (9)
12 Old Scandinavian doctor wants only half of course (5)
13 Sauce bottle (5)
15 Starlets in Hair start with a big number (9)
18 Uses ducking stool? This could lower the beam (9)
19 Reverse roles as a form of punishment (5)
21 Senior shows more daring sacrificing bishop (5)
23 Where climbers may go mad (2,3,4)
25 Young man returns (with first-class City degree) to be religious leader (5,4)
26 The measure of a king (5)
27 Areas where No 10 (twice!) gets caught with wrong set (7)
28 Special ceremonies of goblins, elves and imps (7)

DOWN
1 A dog’s dinner can be what Tommy has for his meal! (4,3)
2 Tailless flatfish needs support like some jet aircraft (9)
3 He is briefly in possession of the Spanish lists (5)
4 A layer of dust (9)
5 Fashion starts to turn ridiculous on purpose (5)
6 Parties without doubt work miracles (2,7)
7 One who has depression takes day off (5)
8 A dish and spoon in nursery rhyme, say (7)
14 Two-man contribution to a bygone age – the noughties? (9)
16 A saint worried about success for an island people (9)
17 Alter stem to create smaller flower (9)
18 “Exit, exit!” Light Brigade’s fatal order, effectively (2,2,3)
20 Kind of bear is seen only after dark (7)
22 Newspaper to follow central guideline in China (5)
23 Old city atlas oddly depicting these mountains (5)
24 Dread getting guillotined by mistake (5)